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The Origen Organics
The Origen is the cosmos and the 
cosmos is the CoCooN of all the 
existence.  The children of the cosmos 
are SupraNovas made of ashes and 
water from creation by vibrations in 
resonances coming from the totality of 
the silent, and the chaotic noice beggan 
to coexist for ethernithy to co manifest 
life and armony in everysingle fractal 
coming from the Origen Organic of the 
Spirit. We are ONENESS of the 
OMNIVERSE.



Music feeds LIFE!
From sound, the music from the stars, armonizes chaos and 
feeds the fractal of the creation. Silent is the ultimate 
sophistication from the toroidal field of the Omniverse, like a 
sacred vessel receptive with high frequencies of love and 
then the Universe was made just like implosion of birth child 
to the existence of the eternal present by abstract forms and 
shapes as DNA codes of organic and chaotic species & 
avatars building the Nanoverse inside Multiverse inside the 
Universe inside the Omniverse. Just like jam session 
orchestra building the rhythms of LIFE every single inhalation 
and exhalation in the cosmos as unique beating heart! We are 
ONE HEART & ONE LOVE as Unity of Co Manifestation!

ART is LIFE!



Imagination is the Fountain of Life!

From the Divine mind to the 
Human mind to the Artificial 
mind; all co exist in our Nature 
Mind inside the sacred uterus, 
womb of Co Creations! 

The Omniverse is the sphere as 
universal lab for the multiverse 
of LIFE inside an egg called 
Spaceship Mother Nature!



The NacaOMe and the Re Union of Clans

Once upon a time, the children of the 
cosmos, united with the children of 
the womb of Mother Nature to share 
and exchange ways of configuring 
life through uses and customs from 
their own visions to design together 
a cosmovision to build archetype 
harmonizations all together as 
Avatar SupraNovas, serving the 
Omniverse Infinite Creativity by 
Innovating in Tangibles and 
Intangibles atmospheres, based in 
the wisdom of each council of elders 
as Alchemist DreamStars.



The Fractal Innovation

The children of the cosmos 
celebrated day after day their 
omniversal agreements to 
design and build ways of 
existence in a joyful innovative 
playground as golden era 
represented in Cities of Light 
like The Caribbean Valley to 
share their family tree heritage 
in the eternal present for the 
children of their children of all 
species for the ascension of 
cooperative and collective 
consciousness. 



Chapter 1

The Blue Egg of Love

Gaia
MishiMorea



The Gaia Mishi Morea Tribe are feline 
archangels well known as guardians 
of the blue egg Mother Nature. Their 
SupraNova skills are very sharp and 
intuitive to connect with all the Astral 
Tribes in behalf of Gaia.  

The Elders of Gaia Mishi Morea Tribe 
are part of the NacaOMe council 

representing the Archangel Feline 
Order from their Feminine Divinity 

and motherhood resonance.



Chapter 2

The Golden Water Hummingbird

Hakory 
Mishi Kukulzen



The Hakory Mishi Kukulzen Tribe, 
guardians of the Magic Jungle 
Spirit, the energy of the Jaguar, 
Dragon and Hummingbird 
combined, super intuitive and fast 
learners in the path of Nature 
Wisdom.

Part of the NacaOMe Council as Archangel 
Feline Order from their Feline Divinity and 

brotherhood resonance.


